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TODAY’S FREE SPORTS BETTING TIPS… 
Yankee Jackpot

Win Bet - 15:35 Carlisle - Blottos @ 6/4 


Two Percent Club

Win Bet - 14:45 Lingfield (A.W) - Arquebusier @ 9/4


Early Odds

Win Bet - 15:15 Lingfield (A.W) - Clash of The D Titans @ 2/1
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Congratulations on your discovery of ZapTips a Sport and Betting experience like no 
other. It’s your ultimate sports betting buddy, it’s 100% FREE and it’s accessible by 
anyone with a smartphone!


Let’s Get Started… 

STEP 1 - Download the free “ZAPPAR APP” at the link below. It’s available on both iOS 
and Android.


https://www.zappar.com/getzappar  

STEP 2 - Print this page and cut out the ZapTips logo. Place the logo on your desk or 
anywhere else you want your daily news and tips to materialise.


STEP 3 - Open the ZAPPAR App on your smartphone and ZAP the ZapTips Logo from 
11:30 am each day to interact.


STEP 4 - Subscribe to our Free ZapTips Newsletter http://betfan.com/zaptips for 
EXCLUSIVE free offers and updates.

https://www.zappar.com/getzappar
http://betfan.com/zaptips
https://members.betfanplus.com/champions
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The Many Ways of Finding Racing Winners - By Michael 
Wilding


There are many different ways of finding winners and there is no single one that is 
correct. The method that is correct is the one that works for you. This could be 
different to everyone else you know. It doesn’t matter. All that matters is that it works 
for you and it suits your style of betting.


I try to write about as many possible ways of finding selections as possible so that 
you can look at them all and decide which are going to suit you. But I’m not going to 
do that today. Today I’m going to do something different. In this article I’m going to 
write about some of the ways of finding winners that suit the majority of people.


From these you can make your choice as to which one that you want to use in your 
betting.


Recent Form 

Using recent form we are looking for horses that have performed well recently. When 
we use the term “well”, this can mean both in terms of finish position and also 
distance to winner. It also means how the horse performed during the race.


When using this method of analysis we are looking to find out whether…


• A horse improving or declining? Or is a horse just staying at the same level?

• The horse has been running over the correct distances, tracks and going to suit it? 

Or has it been raced on unsuitable conditions and when it comes back to 
favourable ones is it likely to perform well again?


• Has the horse had any significant comments both before and after the race by 
connections?


Speed Profiles 

A speed profile is based on speed ratings but takes other things into consideration. 
As I’ve said many times, a rating is just the beginning of your analysis. Sure it speeds 
things up massively, but you don’t want to take it simply at face value. Put a bit of 
extra information into it and it will become so much more powerful.


The most important thing is that two horses with the same speed figure do not 
necessarily have the same chance of winning a race. You need to check…


• If the horse is running over a suitable track, distance and going.

• Whether it has been drawn in a good or bad draw.

• Is it likely to be slow away?
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• Can it cope with the pace?

• Does it get held up?


Collateral Form 

Collateral form is the analysis of form in relation to other horses in the race. As with 
Speed Profiles this is a very powerful method of selection finding if… we add a little 
bit of extra information.


We want to know…


• How a horse has performed against the other runners in the race

• Are there any other races that connect the horse to other runners in the race


But most importantly you want to ask yourself if… the horses form can turn around 
can be easily spotted and if so what are its indicators.


Put this information together and you have a powerful technique for finding winners.


Race Profiling 

Certain types of horses suit certain types of races. If we can match the types of 
horses that win at specific types of races then we will find winners!


To use this you need to create profiles for both race types and horses. Then you look 
at past winners of a race and determine which profile of horses wins them most often. 
You look for this profile amongst the runners in the race today and you have found 
your selection.


While this takes some effort initially it is very worth while and you will be happy you’ve 
put in the time.


Pedigree 

Using pedigree analysis is the method of using a horses family history to determine 
what conditions a horse is likely to perform well under. This can be done simply by 
looking back at form or using a method such as the Dosage Method.


You will be surprised at how accurate this method can be and it is particularly 
powerful in races where the majority of runners are debutants and the market has very 
little knowledge about how the race is likely to be run.
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Pace Analysis 

One of the harder forms of analysis in the UK as we do not get sectional times. The 
sectional times are the time it takes for a horse to past specific points in the race. In 
other countries these are provided in the daily papers and they allow a highly accurate 
analysis of the pace of the horse.


In the UK we need to be more creative with our pace analysis and use in-running 
comments of replays to determine the pace of a horse. The time it takes to do this 
puts of the majority of punters. But, where the majority of punters don’t want to spend 
the time those that do thrive. And it is no different when analysing pace.


The Combo 

You put all of these five styles of analysis together to create a fully rounded analysis. 
While this is the most powerful of all, it is only powerful if you have mastered all five 
techniques separately. You should not be trying to do this until you can successfully 
make a profit from each of the individual techniques on their own. Once you can do 
that then you can combine them together to create the ultimate analysis.


All of these techniques work on their own if you master them correctly. You do not 
need to do them all. Pick one, focus on it, specialise in it and become a master at it!


Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


City Can Move Closer To Winning The Lot 

Manchester City could be out of two competitions this time next week but the more 
likely scenario is that the quadruple is still on. No English club has ever won four 
trophies in the same season and it's 15/2 that City sweep the board. Manchester 
United won the Premier League, Champions League and FA Cup in the 1998-99 
season but their neighbours could go one better and also win the EFL Cup. 


City play Arsenal in the final of that competition on Sunday (4/11 with Ladbrokes to lift 
the trophy) but before then are away at Wigan in the FA Cup in the fifth round tonight. 
The winners of the tie are at home to Southampton in the next round and City can 
progress by beating Wigan.


Since the start of the Premier League era one of the big guns usually wins the Cup. 
Portsmouth beat Cardiff in the final in 2008 and City were stunned by a late Wigan 
winner five years later. Generally the team running around Wembley (or the Millennium 
Stadium) with the trophy in May are one of the top four teams from the Premier 
League. 
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The draw can pan out so that the four semi-finalists are all English football 
superpowers. However, LEICESTER could gatecrash that party by knocking out 
Chelsea in the sixth round as they have been drawn at home. The shock Premier 
League champions in 2015/16 are 12/1 with bet365 to win the FA Cup. 


City usually score away from home and one goal could be enough to get the job done 
at Wigan. There is an old adage that you should never back an away team at less than 
even money but there are exceptions. The visitors tonight are massive odds-on to win 
in 90 minutes but can be backed at 10/3 with William Hill to WIN BY 4 OR MORE 
GOALS.  


BLOTTOS Is An Improving Horse Who Can Prevail 

The prize money at Carlisle today is not bad for the first day of the week. The card 
features a handicap hurdle and handicap chase worth over £11,000. The chase looks 
wide open but there is an obvious contender in the hurdle (3.35pm). BLOTTOS is an 
improving horse who can prevail in this contest at 13/8 with Paddy Power. 
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